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FIRE–RESISTANCE YOU CAN 
COUNT ON

Vetrotech Saint-Gobain is the world’s largest 
manufacturer of fire resistant glass products with 
over 30 years’ experience in fire resistant glass 
alone

PYROSWISS is a narrow, toughened and cost 
effective fire-resistant safety glass. It was the 
first product of its kind to offer fire resistance 
plus class A impact safety to BS6206 and 
1 (C) 1 to EN12600. It can be provided in 
varying thicknesses for guarding applications 
and numerous decorative options are available 
including Saint Gobain Satinovo.  This product 
can be supplied single glazed toughened or in 
a toughened laminate combination for internal 
glazing. For external use it can be combined 
with Saint Gobain extensive range of low E 
(Planitherm) or Solar Control (Cool-Lite) pro-ducts.
Classification E: integrity for 30 minutes.

VETROFLAM (is a clear, toughened fire-resistant 
safety glass. This product incorporates a special 
coating which limits the level of radiated heat. 
VETROFLAM creates safer separation distances 
between escape routes, compartments or adja-
cent structures.
Classification EW: integrity and radiation 
reduction for 60 minutes.

Both PYROSWISS and VETROFLAM offer a 
wide variety of glass solutions, allowing large 
pane sizes and providing countless aesthetic 
and Solar Control options for maximum comfort 
level.

VETROFLAM CONTRAFLAM CONTRAFLAM STRUCTURE CONTRAFLAM MARINE VETROGARD POLYGARD

MARINE–ENCOUNTER THE TOUGH-
EST OF ENVIRONMENTS

For marine and off-shore applications, we 
manufacture a full range of safety glass: fire-
resistant, high-security, heated, weight-saving 
and/or insulating glass

FIRE-RESISTANT 
Pyroswiss Marine is a specially pre-stressed and 
tempered clear glass for classifications BO-AO. 
Contraflam and Contraflam Lite Marine feature 
a special intumescent interlayer for extensive fire 
resistance in classifications BO to H120.

HEATED 
Thermovit Classic and Lite heated glass ensures 
maximum clear vision from the ship’s bridge at 
all times. It can be combined with several other 
products from our wide product range with 
safety, security and comfort features.

SAFETY 
Climaplus, Stadip Marine and Silence are just 
a few of the products which are widely used 
in the marine safety segment. The emphasis 
here is on security and comfort and is light as 
standard.

PROTECT–OUR PERFORMANCE IS YOUR 
PROTECTION

Vetrotech supplies an extensive range of security glazing – for the 
building sector and for marine applications.
Luxury retail shops, government offices, public transport terminals, 
schools, shopping malls, buildings surrounding public places, banks 
and museums are just a few examples of buildings that need protec-
tion against vandalism and intrusion. 
Our security glazing solutions are suitable for all your protection 
and security needs and can be used for both internal and external 
applications.

All our glazing solutions are CE-marked. PROTECT bullet and blast-
resistant glass also conforms to AoC level 1, ensuring personal 
safety at all times. They can be combined with our fire-resistant glass 
and MARINE glass, allowing countless multi-functional applications. 

ATTACK-RESISTANT high-performance security glass intended to 
prevent forced entry and to resist vandalism for a specified time. 
Classifications: P6B – P8B. 

BULLET-RESISTANT high-performance security glass protects against 
specific ammunition impact of firearms. Classifications: BR1- BR7 as 
well as SG1/SG2.

BLAST-RESISTANT high-performance security glass designed to 
protect individuals against the effects of explosions i.e. blast waves 
and flying fragments. 
Classifications: ER1 – ER4

HIGH PERFORMANCE
SAFETY GLASS

  OVERVIEW
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CONTRAFLAM LITE is a clear fire-resistant 
safety glass providing high-performance radiant 
heat reduction with partial insulation. It enables 
wide system compatibility, using the same de-
sign and functional flexibility as the Contraflam 
range.
Classification EW: integrity and radiation 
reduction up to 120 minutes.

CONTRAFLAM complies with the most stringent 
fire safety requirements for the highest level of 
fire performance with the greatest flexibility. This 
bespoke product is available in countless aes-
thetic and functional combinations ranging from 
patterns and tints to sound reduction and bullet 
resistance. It can also be incorporated into an 
IGU to comply with document L using Saint 
Gobain extensive range of low E (Planitherm) or 
Solar Control (Cool-Lite) products.
Classification El: integrity and insulation up to 
120 minutes.



KNOWING THE IMPACT

With more than 30 years of experience in fire-resistant glazing 
solutions, we have become adept in meeting resistance classes in 
their respective norms. This experience is applied when expanding 
our business to our new high-performance security glazing solutions. 
Following the integration of the experienced German security glass 
producer KINON, Vetrotech Saint-Gobain can now offer a range of 
high-performance security glazing solutions called PROTECT.

Violence is a widespread threat we face far more often than we 
would we wish in modern times. That’s why protecting occupants and 
material assets in buildings is our primary concern when researching 
and developing new high-performance glazing solutions for attack, 
bullet and blast resistance.

Different building types are faced with different threats. Knowing the 
different risks that embassies, governmental buildings, hospitals and 
educational facilities face enables us to provide the correct solutions 
to protect the respective occupants against vandalism, intrusion and 
threats to personal safety. 

All our glazing solutions are CE-marked. PROTECT bullet and blast-
resistant glass additionally conforms to AoC level 1 to ensure personal 
safety at all times. Our safety products are available in spall (S) and 
non-spall (NS) options. PROTECT can also be combined with our Fire 
and Marine glass products.

Apart from the functional aspects, our glass products blend flawlessly 
into modern architecture and design, providing countless aesthetic 
and functional features as well as enhancing a building’s energy 
efficiency. 

PROTECT GLASS 
SOLUTIONS

Attack-resistant glass, POLYGARD ATTACK, TBS Almere, The Netherlands
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Attack-resistant glass, VETROGARD ATTACK, 
for jewellery display cabinets 

PROTECT – WE VALUE YOUR SECURITY AT ALL TIMES

The primary aim of our high-performance security glazing is to pro-
tect people and material assets against potential threats, generally 
from outside and sometimes even from inside. 
Many organisations and companies are exposed to additional 
risks or acts of violence, like banks, data centres, insurance offices, 
museums, electronic appliance stores, jewellers, etc. Even private 
property, penitentiary institutions, public buildings, embassies, 
schools, theatres and hotels are confronted with violence more often 
than we might expect. That’s why we dedicate our entire strength 
and resources to developing high-performance glazing solutions to 
not only meet the normative standards but also to provide transpar-
ent security solutions that keep occupants unharmed and protect 
valuable assets in buildings. 
In such situations it is imperative to take great efforts in protecting 
everyone and everything as effectively as possible against violence. 

For effective protection, the entire application such as the doors, 
windows, facades and partition walls needs to conform to the 
respective security standards. For this purpose, Vetrotech supplies a 
wide range of glazing solutions designed to meet all kinds of objec-
tives in preventing loss, danger and harm from either accidental or 
intentional threats. 

In PROTECT we offer a highly transparent security solution to counter 
these threats with our very special and complete glazing range, 
which when combined with an equivalent tested framing system can 
offer complete peace of mind. 
 

ATTACK-RESISTANT GLASS: 
PROTECTION AGAINST 
INTRUSION AND VANDALISM

Many private companies and organisations 
keep valuable goods on their premises. Not 
only art collections, money, jewellery or 
electronic equipment, but also data systems, 
documents or pharmaceuticals may also be 
targets for forced physical breaking and entry. 
Attack-resistant glass keeps burglars at bay or 
delays intrusion long enough for the police or 
emergency services to attend the location in 
time. Preventing damage, theft and personal 
harm is therefore our ultimate goal!

In institutions such as forensic psychiatric clinics, 
prisons and penal institutions, attack-resistant 
glass solutions are also required to prevent 
potential escape or uncontrollable physical 
attacks. For this application we offer glazing 
products that hinder escape attempts and pre-
vent injuries to inmates or occupants during this 
time. Both our VETROGARD and POLYGARD 
ATTACK products supply top-level security 
which limits the risk of intrusion, escape and 
associated injuries in classes from P6B to P8B 
according to European standard EN 356. 

  

BLAST-RESISTANT GLASS: 
FOR HIGH-TRAFFIC AREAS 

Most explosive attacks take place where 
people congregate, such as in railway stations, 
airports or buildings adjacent to public areas. 
Public buildings, embassies, consulates, power 
plants and laboratories may also be targets 
for this type of violence. An explosion has a 
severe impact on its surrounding area. We 
are confronted with the consequences of this 
worldwide almost daily. Apart from the human 
cost, they also create a great deal of material 
damage.

To counter the consequences of this threat, 
Vetrotech supplies a wide range of blast-
resistant solutions such as our VETROGARD or 
POLYGARD BLAST for every protection require-
ment in the classes ER1 to ER4 according to 
European standard EN 13541.

 

PRODUCT SELECTOR

BULLET-RESISTANT GLASS: 
THE RIGHT SOLUTION WHEN THE 
NEED ARISES
 
Some types of buildings are high risk targets 
for extreme violence, often using firearms with 
special ammunition. Banks, cash transport 
enterprises, town halls, ministries, embassies, 
consulates, police stations, law courts, prisons 
and military organisations are all fitted with 
bullet-resistant building materials throughout. 
If a shooting incident occurs, occupants must 
be able to rely on the building in which they 
are located having the necessary level of safety 
and security. 

Bullet-resistant glass such as our VETROGARD 
or POLYGARD BULLET is the right solution for a 
high level of transparent security in such build-
ings. This special PROTECT bullet-resistant gla-
zing is available in various versions individually 
tested and certified for high security demands, 
including non-spall (NS) glass to prevent injuries 
from penetrating ammunition. 
VETROGARD and POLYGARD BULLET are 
available in classes BR1 to BR7 and SG1/SG2 
according to European standard EN 1063. 

Attack-resistant glass, VETROGARD ATTACK, British Embassy Warsaw, Poland

Blast-resistant glass, VETROGARD BLAST
at an airport

Bullet-resistant glass, POLYGARD BULLET, 
British Embassy Warsaw, Poland
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Testing bullet-resistant glass in the VETROTECH BALLISTIC TEST LABORATORY
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WE TEST OUR PROTECT RANGE UNDER THE 
TOUGHEST CONDITIONS

Vetrotech Saint-Gobain, the world’s leading manufacturer of fire-
resistant glass products, has now extended its specialisation and 
product range to include PROTECT security glass products, making 
us your all-round partner for safety glazing meeting the highest pos-
sible market standards and needs.
This is made possible by our unique and special glazing composi-
tions which undergo strict testing in our own testing facilities. To 
obtain certification, our PROTECT security glazing’s are tested and 
certified to the highest standards up to AoC level 1 by third party-
accredited notified bodies. All our glazing solutions are CE-marked 
and are delivered to you with a “Declaration of Performance” (DoP). 

We aim to deliver the highest quality and performance to ensure 
safety for people and material assets in emergency situations without 
having to compromise on aesthetic features and modern architec-
tural design. We manufacture tested and certified security glazing 
solutions with the highest performance on the market.

Clas
s

PRODUCT SELECTOR 

POLYGARD – EXPERIENCE 
THE CRYSTAL CLEAR BENEFITS 

Our latest innovative security glazing consists 
of a glass and polycarbonate composition. 
This combination is particularly strong, provid-
ing ultra-lightweight and relatively narrow but 
extremely tough glazing solutions. 
This high-performance security glass of particu-
larly high quality and strength can therefore be 
installed in slender profiles tested to an equal 
and approved security standard.  VE
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Composition Glass+PVB       Glass+Polycarbonate
 (VETROGARD) (POLYGARD)

 ATTACK-RESISTANT (EN 356)

 P6B	 P6B	 	 •
 P7B P7B        •
 P8B P8B  • 

 BULLET-RESISTANT (EN1063)

 BR1	 BR1	 •		 •
 BR2	 	 •	 •
 BR3	 	 •	 •
 BR4	 BR4	 •	 •
 BR5	 BR5	 •	 •
 BR6	 BR6	 •	 •
 BR7	 	 •	 •
 SG1 SG1	 •	 •
 SG2 SG2	 •	 •
 BLAST-RESISTANT (EN 13541

 ER1	 	 •	 •
 ER2 	 •	 •
 ER3 	 	 •
 ER4	 	 •	 •
 



ATTACK – GLASS WITH POWERFUL STRENGTH 

Forced entry and escape always involve damage and may even be 
accompanied by the destruction of an entire façade. 
With PROTECT you can rely on a tough range of high quality 
attack-resistant glazing certified to European standard EN 356. 

PROTECT glass also meets the regulations for specific resistance 
classes compliant with European standard EN 1627. In order to in-
stall security systems in buildings the entire system – meaning profile 
and security glass – must conform to normative requirements ranging 
from RC1 to RC6.

Our VETROGARD and POLYGARD ATTACK security glass products 
respective to their class are ideally suited to use in security windows, 
doors and facades matching specific RC resistance classes with the 
right PROTECT glazing.

VETROGARD and POLYGARD ATTACK attack-resistant glazing

VETROTECH SUPPLIES THE BEST 
PROTECTION AGAINST PHYSICAL 
ATTACK

All kinds of different tools may be used for 
intrusion and escape attempts, ranging from 
spanners to the heaviest possible axes, from a 
simple screwdriver to highly professional electric 
tools. Blunt or pointed, sharp or heavy – attack-
resistant glazing from Vetrotech resists every 
type of tool in the specific tool box A1 to A6. 

INNOVATIVE COMBINATIONS OF 
BULLET-RESISTANT AND 
ATTACK-RESISTANT GLASS

For extra protection against penetration by 
ammunition paired with resistance to physical 
attacks and intrusion, we have developed 
special PROTECT combinations of attack and 
bullet-resistant glass. 
This purpose-built range of certified solutions is 
always kept up to date and is constantly being 
expanded by conducting unique tests of our 
various VETROGARD and POLYGARD security 
glass products to multiple normative market 
standards.

COMBINATION OF
BULLET-RESISTANT/ATTACK-RESISTANT GLASS

BULLET-RESISTANT GLASS
BR1  BR2  BR3  BR4  BR5  BR6  BR7  SG1  SG2

 P6B             P7B             P8B
ATTACK-RESISTANT GLASS

Banks, data centres, insurance companies, ministries, 
international organizations, hospitals, museums and opera houses.

National buildings such as palaces, hotels, private properties,
restaurants, retail outlets, schools and libraries.

  ATTACK-RESISTANT GLASS
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High security glass STADIP PROTECT/PI Overmaze, Maastricht, 
The Netherlands 



WE TEST YOUR PROTECTION – A TRUE TEST OF 
STRENGTH

Our attack-resistant glass is extensively tested in accordance with 
EN 356. For instance, to achieve class P8B, the glass is vigorously 
attacked more than 70 times using an axe weighing 2 kg using a 
constant penetrative force.
These test results are certified by independent third-party experts and 
notified bodies. Vetrotech offers the highest level of safety combined 
with the familiar quality our customers have come to expect.

In general, the glass has to be tested together with the frame-system 
in order to confirm the resistance class (RC) of the complete construc-
tion according to European standard EN 1627. The figure below 
illustrates the different classes of attack-resistant security glass and the 
prescribed resistance specification, the entry tools used per class, the 
actual penetration time and the maximum test time according to the 
desired class.
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Banks, data centres, insurance companies, ministries, 
international organizations, hospitals, museums and opera houses.

Nationa buildings such as palaces, hotels, private properties,
           restaurants, retail outlets, schools and libraries.

  ATTACK-RESISTANT GLASSAttack-resistant glass POLYGARD ATTACK / British Embassy, Warsaw, Poland
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Resistance class - System (EN 1627)

         Resistance class - Glass (EN 356)

       Tool class

RC1          A1     

RC2   P4A    A2   3                   

RC3   P5A    A3   5               

RC4   P6B    A4 10      

RC5   P7B    A5 15              

RC6   P8B    A6 20     

  Resistance time EN 1627 + 356 (minutes)    

RESISTANCE SPECIFICATIONS + MAXIMUM RESISTANCE TIMES



BULLET – STANDS THE TEST IN EVERY SITUATION

Our bullet-resistant glass conforms to EN 1063 and AoC level 1. 
A system test in accordance with EN 1522 confirms the resistance 
for the complete system. 

 BR1  BR2   BR3  BR4  BR5  BR6  BR7  SG     Other*Resistance
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TRANSPARENCY DELIVERED

The thickness of bullet-resistant glass is deter-
mined by the threat it is intended to withstand. 
All PROTECT glass products are tested several 
times in our ballistics testing laboratory before 
being officially tested by a third-party notified 
body to achieve certification. 
At Vetrotech Saint-Gobain, we ensure the resis-
tance of our PROTECT security glass products 
by providing you as standard with extensive 
documentation of the product, by delivering you 
the CE-mark, its certifications and a “Declara-
tion of Performance” (DoP) at all times. 

Glazing

BR1
BR2
BR3
BR4

BR5
BR6

BR7
SG1

SG2

Waepon 
Type

Rifle
Pistol
Pistol
Pistol

Rifle
Rifle

Rifle
Shotgun

Shotgun

Calibre

22LR
9mm Luger
357 Magnum
357 Magnum
44 Remington Magnum
5,56 x 45
5,56 x 45
7,62 x 51
7,62 x 51
Solid Lead Slug/
Brenneke
Solid Lead Slug/
Brenneke

Resistance Class

Construction

FB1
FB2
FB3
FB4

FB5
FB6

FB7
Based on
advice

FSG

BALLISTICS TEST LABORATORY Vetrotech Saint-Gobain / Porz, Germany ST
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BULLET NON-SPALL – WHY TAKE 
UNNECESSARY RISKS 

The terminal velocity at which a bullet hits the 
glass can be up to 950 metres per second at a 
distance of just a few metres. In general, glass 
will naturally spall on the protective side due to 
the pressure of the strong penetration.
Flying glass fragments can cause severe injuries 
and harm people on the protective side of spall 
bullet-resistant glass. By choosing a non-spall 
(NS) security glass from our extensive PROTECT 
product range, you can prevent that unneces-
sary risk. Be on the safe side in the event of 
a threatening situation.

Banks, cash transport enterprises, local authorities, ministries, 
embassies,consulates, police stations, law courts,prisons 

and military establishments.

BULLET-RESISTANT GLASS

BALLISTICS TEST LABORATORY Vetroech Saint-Gobain / Porz, Germany
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*For example Kalash. Test of a specific bulletproof product under consideration.



BLAST – PROVIDING PROTECTION AGAINST ANY 
PRESSURE 

Unfortunately the risk of terrorist attacks or accidental explosions is 
rising in modern times without us having the power to either control 
or minimise this danger. 
Sometimes violence exceeds every conceivable limit, especially 
when building projects are exposed to a very high risk of violence, 
either because of their function or their location. In that case blast-
resistant glass is no longer a luxury, but an urgent necessity for the 
safety of any building’s occupant.

With VETROGARD BLAST we supply an extensive range of blast-
resistant glasses whose performance conforms to European standard 
EN 13541. The products are particularly suitable for all kinds of 
glazed application, such as windows, doors and facades

AN EXPLOSIVE PERFORMANCE – 
TESTED TO ITS LIMITS

Like all the products in our range, we test our 
blast-resistant glass to the most critical limits. 
By using the shock tube test method, the system 
is exposed to the blast wave equivalent to a 
given amount of TNT at specific distances from 
the glazing according to EN 13123-1 and 
13124-1. 
A second test method is the free range test 
during which a given quantity of TNT is ignited 
in the open air at an exact distance from the 
glazing (EN 13123-2 and 13124-2).
In general, a complete system test with the 
maximum dimensions of the profile system and 
glazing is needed for all blast-resistant glazing 
to confirm the resistance class for the complete 
construction, i.e. the highly technical blast-
resistant frame together with our blast-resistant 
glass. This ensures our blast-resistant solutions 
will perform effectively in explosive situations 
when the need arises. 
Vetrotech provides a tested and certified range 
of blast-resistant glass withstanding the neces-
sary pressures for all kinds of application in 
accordance with 
EN 13541.

BLAST NON-SPALL – DON’T RISK 
PERSONAL INJURY

In an explosion, glass is exposed to enormous 
pressure. It is not possible to predict how the 
glass will react in that case. If facing this kind 
of high pressure, we recommend the use of 
non-spall (NS) blast-resistant glass, such as our 
VETROGARD BLAST ER2 NS to effectively 
protect occupants from injuries caused by flying 
glass fragments. Prevention of spall can be a 
life-saving feature. Our NS solutions ensure 
the best possible safety for anyone close to the 
point of attack. 

In a nutshell, Vetrotech not only limits the 
damage occurring inside the building, it also 
prevents personal injury. 

POLYGARD BLAST / Ministry of Interior and Kingdom Relations, The Hague

Airports, embassies, consulates, law courts, railway stations, 
laboratories, power stations, buildings surrounding public places 

and churches

BLAST-RESISTANT GLASS

1716

VETROGARD BLAST / Bank, Lübeck, Germany

CLASS     PRESSURE             POSITIVE                TIME
                  LOADING         SPECIFIC IMPULSE  

EN 13541   Pr (kPa)                 kPa millisecondes     millisecondes

ER 1           >  50   <100         370 -   900           ≥20

ER 2           >100   <150         900 - 1500    ≥20

ER 3           >150   <200       1500 - 2200    ≥20

ER 4           >200   <250       2200 - 3200    ≥20
 



DIAMANT – PROTECTION WITH 
EXTRA-CLEAR VISION  

DIAMANT glass by Vetrotech Saint-Gobain is 
a low-iron extra-clear and minimally reflective 
glass. The glass provides excellent clarity - in 
the necessary thicker laminates used for security 
products - ensuring true colours and optimum 
visual quality. 
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SECURIT ALARM – PROTECTION IN 
YOUR ABSENCE 

SECURIT ALARM is a glazing that is fitted with 
an alarm system connected to an electrically 
conductive wire loop burnt into the inside top 
corner of a tempered glass pane. If the glass is 
cracked, the glass breaks into small fragments 
due to the tension of the tempered glass, cutting 
the wire and triggering the alarm, sending a 
signal to the police or emergency services. 
SECURIT ALARM provides valuable additional 
protection, whether you are absent or present, 
for instance in the event of violent incidents go-
ing unnoticed, such as robbery or forced entry.
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INNOVATION – OF CRUCIAL IMPORTANCE

Protecting people, property and material assets from physical haz-
ards is the key objective for our security glazing solutions. However, 
our glass goes further, combining function with countless multi-
comfort features, such as sound reduction, solar control and visual 
comfort as well as decorative features. We put our innovative spirit 
at work to provide new facets of safety and well-being to occupants 
in buildings every day. 

ESCAPE DOORS – WHERE PANIC NEEDS AN 
EXTRA-SAFE EXIT

Doors in escape routes are increasingly required to satisfy break-in 
resistance standards, but at the same time ensure safe passage from 
the other side when needed. This means that intrusion resistance for 
a specified time is required in order to prevent forced entry. 
The addition of polycarbonate to our POLYGARD security glass 
enables the system’s full conformity with required standards.
 

POLYGARD – SAME PERFORMANCE, LESS WEIGHT 

POLYGARD glazing is a special, lighter and narrower glass type in 
the PROTECT range thanks to the addition of polycarbonate to the 
laminated glass make-up. With their lower weight and narrower 
design, the POLYGARD solutions have a positive effect on the 
overall construction costs. At the same time, they offer a wider range 
of possibilities for unique transparent architecture and infinite 
opportunities!

CLIMAPLUS AND CLIMATOP – FOR IMPROVED 
COMFORT

All our PROTECT glass products are eligible for enhanced thermal 
insulation, be it as IGU (Climaplus) or TGU (Climatop). Our insulat-
ing glass units offer excellent U-values while at the same time remai-
ning extremely narrow. What’s more, our IGU’s can be combined 
with noise reducing laminates (Silence). 

SPECIAL PRODUCTS
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Blast-resistant glass VETROGARD BLAST / British Embassy in Warsaw, Poland



Vetrotech Saint-Gobain UK
Herald Way, Binley, Coventry CV3 2ZG

Tel. ++44(0)2476 547620 
Fax ++44(0) 870 2383050

Email: vetrotech.uk@saint-gobain.com 
www.vetrotech.com

 (TM) All Vetrotech products bear the CE mark and are 
made in independently audited manufacturing facilities.
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